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ABSTRACT

The computerized Quick-Reacting General War Gaming System (QUICK) will
accept input data, automatically generate glob~l strategic nuclear war
plans, provide output summaries, and pý-oe,.r't i.put tapes to simulator
subsystems external to QUICK. QU'J"I es 5basn programned in FORTRAN for
use on the CCTC HIS 6000 computer. sj.i.n.

*. The QUICK Program 3sintenance Manual consists of four volumes: Volume I,
Data Management Subsystem; Volume 1I, Weapon-Target Identification Sub-
system; Volume I1, Weapon Allocation Subsystem; Volume IV, Sortie Gen-
oration Subsystem. The Program Maintenance Manual complements the other
SQUICK Computer System Manuals to facilitate maintenance of the war gem-
ing system. This volume, Volume II, provides the programmar/analyst
with a technical description of the purpose, functions, general pro-
"cedures, and programming techniques applicable to the modules and nub-
routines of the Weapon/Target Identification subsystem. Companion
documents are:

a. USERS MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSM U4 9-77. Volume I
Computer System Manual CSM UM 9-77, Volume II
Computer System Manual CSM UN 9-74, Volume III
Computer System Manual CSM UM 9-74, Volume IV

* Provides detailed instructions for applications of the system

b. TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
* Technical Memorandum TM 153-77

Provides a nontechnical description of the system for senior
management personnel

vi 1
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"SECTION 1. GENERAL

1.1 uoe

This volume of the QUICK Program Maintenance Manual describes the mod-
ules which are part of the QhICK Weapon/Target Identification subsystem,
detailing the modulus, subroutines, and functions which it comprises.
The information contained herein is presented on a module-by-module
basis. The module-by-module discussions are structured so that a main-
tenance programmer can understand the programn functions and programing
techniques, The computer subjects are structured to inform the main-
tenance progrmmer of overall system programing techniques and conven-
tions.

Subsequent subsections present general descriptions of the overall QUICK

systen and Weapon-Target Identification subsystem.

1.2 G

The Weapon/Target Identification subsystem of QUICK selects and proc-
eovea the Red and/or Blue forces Vhich ere prespecified for a partic-

ular plan. The subsystem consists of modules JIM, DBWD, INDMXIE, and
PLANSIT, as shown in figure 1, Figure 2 shows the relationship of the
Weapon/Tgoet Identification subsystem to othen QUICK subsystems in
terms uf procedural and Information flow.

Ilie modules of this subsystem are used to assemble selected target data
f'rom the CCTC JAD files, and reformat the data in a manner which Is
acceptable to QUTCKs Integrated Data Base and to further develop a plan
for allocation.

Modules vithin this subsystem are executed in the order of: JLM, DBMOD,
INDEXER, ani PLANSET. All modules perform updates to the Integrated
Data dJae; no other data file* are used (other than internal temporary
scratch files).

The first module, JUhr butlds the target portion of the date base. Note
that the remaining data base is created by modules within the Data Man-
egoment subsystem. Thess zdulas may be executed at any stage of the
entire QUICK processing, i.e, before or after INDEXER, etc. An order
of module execution pertains only to modules. not defined within the
Data Management subsystem.

The next module uormilly run is DUIOD. Its primary purpove is to alter
the content or characteristics of a data base to che specific scenario
for which the plan is being developed, in accordance with prespecified

Module INDEXER is designd to assign index imbers (attribute 1)XNO)
and perform the task of forming complex tareets,

!V'r
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Module PLaHSET forms weapon groups, prepares the target list for tho
allocator, computes and normalizes the class value LActors ano calcu-
lates the representative attributes for compl€x targets.

1.3 Oraanizati•n o7f NainteaMnce mAMl .. Volt m I

Each major section of this manual details a module along with the sub-
roukzines and functions which comprise the module. Major subsectious
are:

a. 4odule input - details what chains must be created prior to
module execution

b. Module output - details what chains vwil be updated by each
module

o. Flunctional description - details the macro functlcn of tho
module and the associated vajor subroutines

d. Common bloa.As - detail the contents of all intertal camou
blocks. All comon blocks used to comgonicate with the COP
are $iven in Progrean laintenance Manuel, Volume 1, appendix A.
These are: ClID C15, C20, C30, C6OQ 050, ERRCOCM fTX, I•PQT,
OOPS, STRING

Within the QUICK system the COP is viewed as the operoting propre.
Based on user direction, the COP will execute Overlay links or aodt4ae
which perform the objectives of thr user requests. Each overlay link
is called thbouýAh knowledge of the coiand verb and withtn saan link
the first subroutine is called NRfITOD (for entry module). That *s,.
there are as many mubroutinas called ENII)D &a there ae mpdu1se. CoO-
fusL n it avoided by executing the 9.rrect overlay lIU*k. Sub•ro.otln
discussion, the, is initiated with INTOD whose uwsoing, or Mati4an,
varies according to the overlay link,

Comments on tha QUICK integrated data base can be found in Program HMin-
tenance Manudl, Volume 1, section 2, Tt will be assumed within this
manual that the reader has an understanding of QUtC•os data base.

I



SECTION 2. JAD LOADING MODULE (JIM)

2.1 purpose

JLM and its associated aubroutines assemble data from the CCTC JAD files
and manipulate and reformat the data in a structure which is acceptable
to the QUICK system.

2.2 Ipju

JIM creates target records as directed by user card image Input, This
module normally is the first phase in thxe total creation of the inte-
grated data base. For proper execution, the organizational portion of
the data base nust have been finalized.

Target records are obtained from input JAD files according to the format
given in figure 3. Not all JAD entries are used by JIM, only those
listed under the column labeled 'USED'.

A JAB format has a maxtmzm of 336 characters of which only the first 258
have defined inputs. In those canes when JLM generates a JAD format
tape, entries are placed within characters 289 through 336 (the third
column of figure 3).

2.3 O

JIM builds that portion of the organizational structure of the data base
called the Assignment Table. This table shows the kind of taTget to
be added to the data base and how it will be included. The table
includes:

o The valid country code and what region and side the country is;

o The target classes for each side;

o The selection criteria for each target type based on category
code, owner, location, and capacity or name;

o The TASK that corresponds to the target types; and

o The list of DZSIGs (alphabetic portion) that are to be used.

From the Assignment Tablet the user selects targets from the JAD input
file and creates targets (record TA=GET) within the gaming portion of
the integrated data base. For each crested target, all liukage Is
properly updated.

' . . .'I

I • 5 ,
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COLS. 1 §~J.I
1-5 Category Code JCATCODE

6-9 WAC No. JWACHO

10-15 BE No. JBENO

16-20 Blank

21-58 hame JNU(21-26)

59-64 Mlajor number JKAJOA

65-88 Complex Name

89-94 Minor number JiMDu

95-7,18 Concentration Nam

119-125 Latitude DDMSS NIS JLAT

126-133 Longitude DDDHHSS E/W 3L0MG

134-135 World Division

136-137 Stub Div

138-139 Country Location 3L.00

140-141 Special Region JAD14

142-143 Region

144-147 Blank

148-149 Owner Country

150-151 Agency or Service owner

152-153 U & S Cad or Supreme All

154-155 Component or III Regn CMD f

156-159 Severe VN

160-163 Moderate VN JYN

164-167 Light VN

168-171 RevLev Data yy
172-175• XCeD y .mm

176-190 Significance

191-198 Cepaectt JGAP

199-200 Data Source
201-204 Units of aeassure

*Variables are named oe used in dmn block J•ADiC.

Figure 3. JAD Format (Part I of 2)6 A, •



C9 "S MD# •WTED AY

205 Scaling Factor

* ,206-208 Radius JRADIUs

* 209-212 Percent Capacity

213-224 Dimsnsions.

225-236 Fiscal Year Projections

237 File ID Code

238 Phase Code

239-245 Security Class

2"-247 Rmark

248-253 Omer UIC

254-255 Serv Spcl Code

256-258 READY Code

259-267 Blank

268-288 Not Used

289-293 DESI G DESOG

294 Flog if in the Data Sase *or bl1a

295-300 Type TM

301-303 Not Used

304-306 Subset of Class Index *

307-308 Not Used

309-312 Sequential Count Within Subset *

313-314 Task TASK

315-318 Not Used

319 QCUICK Region lInG

H' 320 SAGA Region *

* 321-324 Not Used

325-330 SAGA Flag

331-336 BLANK

Pa.ables are named as used in comon block JADRIC

¾ ',* ,x . * '±atwe, 3, (Part 2 of 2)

7



An optional output of JRM it a JAD format file fiom the bolect itisrtts
for use by damage assessment systems external to QUWK. The0 f t
as shown in figure 3 with the added entz ts creted t JUL

2.4 gpnceyt of Ooeration

The function of the JIM is to build pcrtioua (tar$*ts) of the lntegrated
data base by selecting records from a file that is fn a JAD format. JIM
operates in three modes. First, a sec tie f tio e integrated 4ath 6"i
called the Assigment Table Is built throuSj user imiuts, thýiS table
describes what sort of target is to be added to 'the 49ta base bd boo fit
will be included. Second, given a campleted A4 mzW Tibf., the
selection of JAD records is executed and a DVe 'Asesais t 'rt
prepared for use in processore external to the (J110 uysft. 11ai,.

after record selection, provisions are included for deleting Wsivdiual
records not required for (QUICK processing. In the text "llish entse
verbs ASSIGN, SELECT, and ASTERISK Initiate the thrme JuM hoometta.

2.5 Identification of Subroutine XI:iouI

2.5.1 Subroutine ASSIGN. This subroutaine is thu first sbd~ ftie trvhin
overlay link ASSI executed upon the s•poarance Of vei4 ASQ.,0 sand-
in& upon the adverb; subroutines ALM&$ ad/or VL t f rt.

2.5.1.1 Sub9utine ALPHAS. The ALPHA$ cl=ab6 buil6s tAe b6* f O hf
Assigimnt Table and is performed by thti sutbrattio. The Oort 60
of subroutine ALPHAS involves the reading and correct dofftifto t 9h
generalized input clause. This slaes is fully detailed sith&a b•ckia
2 of Users Manual, Volume 1I, Major points Aft A at~d hilo ft '$*'A

poses of outlining the major thrust of the 864 *ttAs W r1t
ALPUAS. The Irnut clause has the fore:

/. lole-atcoie [. h g- gil f (!* JA A,

desl•al~h BYtc[ l~et-e•...

Ssm"M.Z1

V"•. ., ,,



General comuents are:

o The side must be first

o The target class must be preceded by two slashes

o The target type must be preceded by a dash

o If minimum capacity or uane is used, it must be preceded by a
greater than symbol

a The lowest catsode must be preceded by one slash and if a
range of catcodes are used the highest catcode is preceded by
a dash

o TASK is preceded by an asterisk and DESIG by a coma

o Country codes are preceded by esither OWNED or IN if the assign-
iment ti restricted

2.5.1.2 S'broutine PLAME1_. Similar to ALPHAS, subroutine PLAYUS
j reads the input clause and updates the Assignment Table. The general-

iced Input comand is:

4 ~~A~UM~ UTAWD " L4 realo L mataiciua

[.L Country-cods . . .] L.. T120 . . ..

The side must be first, the regitin must be preceded by two slashtsI and the list of country codes must be preceded by a single slash.

2,5.2 Subroutine BELECT. The use of the MEY=CT verb (and hence the
execution of overlay link (SEXLE)) instructs the JLM to select records
from the JAD format input file according to the developed Assignuent
Table, The SELECT comand has a maxziasa of six optional adverbs and
are:

o WHERE - ncumal WHERE clause without OF or LIKE
ii

o UNIT - used to define input unit If It •s not 20

o ONPEINTS - causes the print of the output JAD fomat

o REPLACftIG or OMZTTID - used to replace existing targets or

to ignore duplicates

o ORDER - allows the user to specify the arrngemsent that the
classes will be added to the intarated data base

o SITTING - used to set the value of T&IDEI to allow for auto-
Ustic essiemmant of values for attributes TAIlhIE and TAIDZPW



After user input definitiunal SELECT read* a JAD 1#pft r~lord in quetie's
the Assignmeent table (subroutinat PIIDT) to@ AicA A dit If hi *j
should be added to QUICKs data be e. ft it ii hot to 6e sa"dh1 3i
next JAD input record is read. O=bekvs £ 'eWimb~ott .4h " tar
exclusion of the Input record due to a WWW c'1aili. "bab~ ~ cte~i
target record, data is written onto fdie Oý skd 21.

After all target records have been selecOteA, data fite* its t*6A and
read. For each record, aubroutine AMNASS ib'diheA N tsii dotftitt~i*m
of the selected target record onto Q3rQs "t Woe

Finally tests and code are made to q~vrmtg*9 M Ithi S rftok are I
proper sort and additionally JAD bolected nroen& ike OlltAidt~ U*
directed.

2.5.2.1 Suruio DT" This subroutitne adda th~e dota fki ~
selected JAD record onwo 4JICMs data biase. bi Aaditioh to *4ka
attribute values, this subroutine places the tatpt roc6ft, ft IA's pk~ji~
chains. This Include@ linkage t0nder the sec~irj *Wlmotbillty1 idas
type, and other headi~ngs &a dimeted by the natute 'of h tikipi.

2.5.3 Subroutine ASMEISK. Tnis vftut~y fWb tt i
grated data base and flags all tarpt rtbi~ed iBbt %
f Ile. If identical target recokds 'Aeidil *60tl %ýWt
data bass and the output JAD Moo~ " AbIri~L~Cuk&ci
is placid on that record within thia JAO11fIie.

The list of target record to be ratained a%~ i4bftkd vota a n it
clause and has the forn:

KASWI 12WAR" [-- kBMaUW

This clause consists of a list of DEIGM k1Wes "t litt i* .t
the data base and flagged on the out~put~ Alk.

2.6 CMRn Block Definition

Comon blocks used by JLI' are outlined in tbl 1. L~~ UbM O akI t~ibt
cownicata with the COP are SITMb In ftp..minxz Aof rrogr itefI
Manuel, Volume 1.



Table I. Module JLM Internal Comon Blocks

VARIABLE

ASNIEY ASNIEY Reference code of the ABNTYP record
describing target

CLASSES CLASSES(60) Valid class nmes from the Assignment
table

JADREC LIST of words as read from the JAD
S•format (see figure 3)

OPTION OMITTXNG Start of the OMITTING clause

"REPLACIN Start of the REPLACING clause

SETTING Start of the SETTING clause

UNIT Start of the UNIT clause

WHESTET Start of the WHKRD clause

ONPRINS Start of the ONPRIN7S clauso (0 if option
used)

ORDER Start of the ORDER clause

PAIRS Comwonlý used pairs of words (charactor*12)
in input

ALFOS Alphabetic follows

FLOFO Numbers follow

SLASH /
COMA

DASH

STAR

NOT NOT
CU M~t >

PAIR Two word input to compare with the above
operators

1INSP PflDnm Logical flag to print optional prints

SIDle 9Sg8(S) Values of SIDI found in the data bass

,AIJSF 8T.W LevI of local bomber defense at low
I V &Iltitwoe

MSTDI Level of local bomber defense at high

altitu"de,fp ; 4 ~I~j L



2.7 Subroutine ZMD0•

PURPOSE: Read the comond verb mad control the flow
-accordlingly7

ICT: LQWZ)0C (first subroutine called when *"rdlay I.k
JLK is executed)

FORMAL PAR~MTZRS None

COMMBLQJ• : ZRRCCX4

SUROUJTI.MS CALL•D: ABSMN, ASTIII, =SMG., LLDK SRWI

CB: COP

This subroutine calls utility subroutine INaGIT in order to define the
comand verb that caused the execution of this ovrlay. Based an do
verb, the proper overlay is executed and a RITUIX made. If ths Verb is
not recognized an error mesage is printed.

Subsections to follow present sacb overlay that my be executed within
Am.

EXNThDr is illustrated within figure 4.

, .. -

* ' ,,"



"START

Cell NSGET: •to. Find Input
Verb

I.

Verb yes to build the' ASSION ' Assignment Tbl

SVerb - yes Call SELECT ,

'SBELECT' ? to Add
"•o Targets

Verb yes Call ATRS
'ASTERISK' ? to Remve

No

Print
SM sessa e

I . ,A. ',a'ft Mod.l

l' .



2.8 S3&romtSjW ASlle

PURlPOSE: Search for ~il advarbs associated with verb A8910H

SM mm'.ASSIGN

ZOWIL. thAiUD3: None

SUDiJIU ALD ALPIAS, 3*I5(W. P1*315. 2OPRZNT

ZNI2IO (of JU()

Each clause assoc-.sted with verb ASSIGN Is unique. Thersfove subroutbie
ASSIGN stIrl datermlaes each include& claas and execustes the ae~eoary
subroutine for processinS. Uubroutinoo ALPRAI md PLATEIS omk#Wo the
actual £zxvestilatt0v. of input cluimse * hbrouttae TOMIIT p~tats result*.

9'abroutfine ASSIGN to illustrated within g1t6#e 1.

*yIrst subroutine of overlay link AS31

1. L



START

Call INSGET
* ~to Detiormine

ADo .~ fo All Adde Pri ont RTo URiNt e
To As*,nmn 1 al4adRei1

Call AILHA (11TOUN

an Statretil

K ot Aeignayes
Adebt d eiost rn Ua

#PAPIadCuty oe unr oe

ToAsigmu Tbl ad egon
0N

20~j "a T

Ader Y40w t. *ubre' thae PrinIDeail

MUH,?As~nmnt f si-oo

Tal Table-



2.8.1 Subtoutine ALWAS

Build the Mss imu t tale as directed by the
input clause ALM•AS

Ealy 92IM: ALPHAS

F O1AL PABMETZRS: IPTR: Starting locatimo 4Sto WIGES s e nsr l. for
ALPHAS elms&

CMNL : CLASSES, CIO, C15, C30, OQS, AIAMS,, s.808

SMROUT22•IS CALLEDI: DUIECT, FINDOLASS, YU=I DBA, IWPND, lr, MO]SST,
NODri, UKX=T, R•RV, STOU

QhLEDlMf,: ASSIGN

ALPMAS begins by reading and storing paramters within he taur 41i=4
(see subsection on subroutine functions) and, then, builde the Au--
ment table as directed.

Input Traislation

The initial thrust of ALPHAS involves th wo dtq dqtonv$•V p VMvPT4
etern describing the input clause. (&de an he yoq 1.7 = loo
through knowledge of the various ambiu•stim pewq 140%0 A #in Dtq
clause.

Local parmetar IM it the pointsr to .tbls mAreas pq$" WS044 tSIe
input clause and parmters 001 and CCL ewe the velw of ý % sks
first and last countries of a list am- ab d. 16=6 and LU
collections of pairs .of values cor jqsem 4 Ua s o 4 7 TGU W4 6 *
alause. LOCOWN contains the values ewae WCTD p U P
The kay values in PAIRS are ALFO (al.hehee 0 t U" "OS(mm t vau olw), STAI C/ a .o, u
('*'), OCISIA (','), and NOT ('WOT'). Then key telwg d•A O the

functZon of the values that follow. Fow trus, a eA I
not directly preceded by an oyratdt LVA40step 4 New v.WoiS so

//1 indicates a cew ACLASS, AM a ewP 4l P"
3iio, capacity. 1*' CATLO, 1*1 IIU, A, UNiRK or lNW PV
'WIA 1li' or 'OflID Br' a comtry 0e04,

OWN.

I ~ I
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ALPHAS scans through the input clause untIl it encounters a redefinition
of either SIDE, ACLASS, ATYPS or CATLO. When this occurs the information
collected up to this point is added to the Assignment Table. It should
be noted that when a key value like ATYPE is encountered all higher
values, SIDE and ACLASS, will not be redefined.

As a point of clarification, be aware that attributes ACLASS and ATYPE
are defined within the organizational structure and their values will
be set to attributes CLASS and TYPE upon proper target selection.

Aesi#tnt Table Structure

Subroutine ALPHAS vill construct the bulk of the Assignment Table and
will link the position constructed with the country codes added by sub-
routines PLAYERS. The structure, or shape, of this table follows.

Chained to the header (ASNTAAB) for each side are records containing the
valid country codas and the region they are in (ASNCTY). These records
are sorted on region and country code. Also under each header are
records (ASNCLS) containing the values for CLASS for the side. Under
each of these records are all the ATYPE nams that belong to this class
(ASNTYP). The countries and types are connected via coamon ASHREC
records. These records contain restrictions based on Category Code,
the location or owner of the target, and either its name or size. It
also contains the TASK that will be assigned to a target meeting chese
restrictions. On the other chain under ATYPE are the alphabetic por-
tions of DESIC to be used in assigning a DESM to the target (TTPDKS).
Subsequent DESIGs are used if the first values are already used. All
of these records with the saw alphabetic portion of DESZG are chained
together under a common record (ASNDSS) containing the DESIG and the
number in each region.

Assinnt Table Construction

After the input values have been collected, the Aa'signment Table is
searched to find where new information is Co be inserted. First, there
Is a search for ACLASS (under the proper SIDE). If the ASNOLS record
of value ACLAS8 does not exist, the record will be created. Similarly,
the ATYPS value record is searched for and the record created if neces-
sary. It should be added that the first ASNEEC record is also checked
so that every ASNTYF record has a unique MNCAP associated with it. Nov
that the key record in the table has been found or created, the CONTMY
chain is treversed looking for country cOd** that match those in theinput clause between C-• sand CCL. When a desired ASHOWY record to found,

the AShItM chain is processed to see if there already exists an ASNRZC
record corresponding to the input, or one that only needs to be modified.
If not, the ASNUZO will be created, This process of searching the ASNtUG
chain is done for each desired ASNOTY record. When completed, the DESIGA2

i I



values collcted in array ThSIG are placed at do e*d o4 t k ALTDRS
chaiu. are atio linked under the pIrorim A8IIV8 rmoordo ag1ta
crerting a L'cord if netesa&ty.

This process is continued uuril the ALPHAS laveis $a Mhusiutd,

Subroutine ALPHAS Is illustrated in f•iur* 6.

*
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S TART

Call FINDsrDE
and FINDCLAS
and HDIND forI

AssiLgnment

* Initialime
Values

Call INSGST
for start
of Clause

Informltizon? RI( T R1o )

yes

First value No gor
Alphabetic? Mass

yes

!94 7' 1p,,lr~ro 6,. Oubboutina ALM• (Part I of :17) i

,7 ,L =. ..... 7,



for the Side -- 0 Pit? Ys RZID~k

960

X.-n

Foloo ua Cl.. 7 esag

Alphabetitgur ---o tow 2 wofd 17)r

2 05



SIN---'•GETCall INSGET
Call INSGET for Alphabetic - Set Length* for the ClassPefx for Alphabetic

P i

Set Type and
Inzrement Set La'nth o
Pointer

Coll INSGET
for Next
Operator yslpaet

No

Operator ys Error
a Dash? 2 Message

I FlIpaM 6. (Part 3 of 17)
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35

Call. INSGET
for Type &ad

Next Operator

Operator N

is 1>1? 4

aSie6 Pat4o 7

Call 22GZ

for Alpha
Numeri Prefi

Alpabti



*& 

40

Cal II 'R

for Nmamric NumbrlNO Erro

s No OeaoIsCategory Code

fixt
Prefix 6.oose&5of t'

Y' 

e



Call1 iNSdIT

IVI~GI7h~m./K at-Or

fjor Alphabetic missCo?

* I.

171



62

Operator - Set Values for Operator N
* Asterisk? No Country, • / Res tric tions

I' yes

TASI Alreedy yes Warning Change FlagD efivied? Messag to Restr&ict

Country Codas

No

Call INST 61Call INSIET
for Alphabetic for Next

Prefix Operator

Folows Message

yes

-Operator ON o

StN'4

C.Ir iTABKT'LOA•

YON

$41t indicators
to Baea

60 Belect~ion on

V ta,,.6. (part 7 @€ 17)
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68

*prao ye et Ind$CatoksCli em
to Base 7 o mlowil By'?selection an
Owner oeao

llr.6.1an ofxS fl



90

: •Call HEAD for Call NZXTTT
ACIAS 8| Value for

ACLASS -ad osf SInput Claus? Chain

you yes

Call 49EXTTT
for ATYPX

Value 9

I No

96Sa of MINCLtp - Y

Chain? InputVau?9

Correct Call NV
95Type? Yo for •:~

S~value

.. ,ure 6. (Part 9 of 17)
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Lega Vale NOInio

foruw 6. C.* 1S. U
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Call SEAD Save Raisrume
for N e_ Code for the

ATYPE ATYPE Record

Call RSTRV
;Far the yes// Any New96

DES£G Header, 
M ESIGsn? 4

Do For All DOCalRA

Now DESIGO --------.- for Chain

of DESIGm

L 

n

100

*a,' En 09 Col N1XT-.TT;

102 V h a ut or DE I

• 

sv, R" 

,i ; 

a 

,

D 1 3 1 0 ? o d a

0 as4

1r. 6. (Part 11 of 17) 4
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call'J

thwa 9** o
the ks;$iSimnt

TbYea

for Country

for CeouotUatce7 rhd.~

* I

]od of yes
chain?

Noeo

/Any Country \NO •

*'l*,aion 120

S I.put c . Country / 17

.iYes

Cod*• Prh•: SA ?l~ //

:. ixuro 6. (]Part It of 17) '
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Cel200t

- - 0 -

1201

?iai 6.(pu~t 14 of1?). I



121 124

Extend DIRECT foh
Category he Country and
Range tryps Records to

be Linked

Set the New
t d Value, for

the ASNREC

Call MSOR
'. • .... . .. to store the

S~ASHREC

Plpre 6. (Pert 15 of 17)
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130

Call TNSGET
for Start of

Next Set
of Input

Prfx(New Yes 110?

.(aim



Y965 

990

Call NEXTTT onW

Warning 1of Wardn

Chi of Moutie

Qon Bey Tynd Enir

Wring..rrorPr of Words?

Message10

BeyondEntir

Vipare~~ o. (Dr 7o YWanng35nial



2.8.2 Sub.z n•ue PLAYERS

EURS:. Build the Aecigment tIebls 4144t"s $
input clause PLAfVM.

ENTRY POITFS: PLAYERS

FO_.t&2AM&TM!' IPTR: starting jocatioima Migid f tr NATIM

CU•L•n6l CIO, C15, C30, 001, MWlJB

SUBROUTOIES CALLED: TDlFND, HEAD, DWU(R, MOft, Mill, if IO

CAL.ED BY: ASSIGN

PLAYERS is used to build 0:be portion of the Aaus*cu" tob.| thft O•Awta
m country code to a specific re;it Vand Ok. 0a1**t emso E o%0
CONTRY chain of records sorttd on ftrelft Sad amA*y *:i f PM
header for each aide.

Subroutines GETTAR/FNDTAR enter the AatfoWait table vi/t t6
chain, The country %:*dos for the awaet 04i 19cotoft ot # k. A
are found. then the valid ctaeory oesde (e.~ted by . .4"
to see if the target is acceptable.

The processing in FLAYERS Is largply comLtftWe ise *$set #0 40
it encountered.

Whon an alphabetic follows (AT"•O) 14 eetevtol" O W, o
preceding operator thea the aIphtbetA s YItU•0I b 4
pretted as a SIDE and the Aseisgitt taleb I s t tot 01 voSi4 66
retrieved.

If a pair of slashes are oncountevd them *a hoEA
followi•g will be the region for all 06seqUmt omft• p 4et
another pair- of slashes (op a sv Wde) iL We meW,1
slash (SLASH), or coma to')i 90mfieum t64OM0 *~4%0f6~
following it will be a ewatry *ode tW he A ,
Before the country code is addeh*,d m*t, o• Aw i*

it the ccuntry mlready exiato .nm the ehlht ' I$ it d@6Wi ti
for the Input country code On. Tegiom L, ,W 4
but under a diftereant region, the z$ te o so
printed.

This processing coatinuto until tbm i~pt VOA OWN bee bh0 i*el9W

Subroutine MLAYS.L Is illiwtrat•Li tu flpte 7.



START 30

Call INSG1ET Call TNSGET
to Get Value - 10 for

for. SIDE REGION

Only Yen REGION N PriGnt

TREGIO Nod Prrfr

Print, REMTURN Numeric? tieaeaseEDesired?

ye'
oNoc

Cllc~ HDFND j]Call INOGET
,and RXTRV Head i o onr
of Assipiment fodaCountiy

Tab aLod rei

1for R on CountryR
;Prefix f C d

Pi
orRegion (Cd PrefixSt

P e i ... ?" Me'ssa"ge"

ERRORt
Flog

* messaage

pigure 7. ftbvut~a PUTUS (part 1 of 3)
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40

Call IUSGIT
for Country

Code

yea

50 .
Call NIXTT



70

Call INSGET
to Find If

IClause in Done

Chain

Call INSGET
for Next

Operation

Comma Ye
Follows?

No

Ne Sd? No/ lah Call TNSGET
Now Side? Slash?

Sfor Second

yeaNoo

10

,•T O re 7. (Pat 3 of)
Message Slas,

-le -ec No



2.8.3 Subroutine TOP1INT

Print the Aseiglat table AW ti byOnftq
clause.

L L : TOPRINT

F2ML ZAPRANTERS: WHAT - 'ALPUAS' or 'PLAYXIS'

COMM Bms: CO, cis, 01)

SUR•J•'TIM$ CALLED: HDIND, IHAD, FIIm6D, NMt1, amI

CM JASSIGN

The generation of print reports is the onl fumelled ef .1 (tlw.
8). The flow iL subdivided into seetions ee•• . s - m ymtebhs
input clauses. In either situatiam, abs Asetpkt Ua I Sbo . pW
sumarizint values collected end reporte prod"". no afte! .1m0
report is $ivan in Users Manual, Velm 11, seetit 2.

1.44
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Q START.D

H-jCallI FINDS;IDE

for Legal Values
for SIDM

?r nt No
P layers?

yen

Print
Header

Call HI)FND .for J

Head of
Aasignuont

Inlit ia lize

Counts and

Fion'ae d. Subroutui TOPR'In, (Part, I of 6)
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for N~extr
-- ASlNCTY

Rec~ord

40

Add Count ay mad of
Code ko the Chain of

1.1st:

Lismt Full? /Part'l:List II;/

Print 
Gt the

List 3140 a"

Nout

List Now eisign to TWO,,,

Reset -ber of
coma'trie•o it

IList *cd Ad tw "ram

I •
F'igure, . (ltre 2 ON 4)

,i , :.'1. 143



AssignmmntorRTN
TablaY mesacge

the~o thsgnen

Next. DESIG]

First %~ e-TI-

106 NoR~o

w~Prn Anyu Harer~ 3of6

SIDE DES4,11Ii



PricktAn
DESXGaA2@lJ'

120- for Now

End of

t~~r n . _______



1i0
C~all NEXA7 1T
fo~r ASNRC"

End Same
of 0 CAtegory' Set

Chain? Range? Flags

0 rint"•l f~itelry Ritngel_
Sand TASK

Cul1 IEAD
to Fiad

Country Code

Add Country

Code and

Oner/Locat ion
Flax to the1

IBuffer /

TbBuffevr
Full. 7 Buffer7

Fipiea. 5 (part 5 of 6)
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140

1404

Print
•fer'o

150

Re as' 11
Buffer 

__
Counter

15.5

call NHxrTTT
for New

DKBICA2

Hnd I
of 0 Call HUED

Chain? t on ALTDIS

Yen

to the Duffe.:

Na Buf for ftll? *!t

Figure S. (Part 6 of 6)
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2.9 SAb rutine

Jmgý.• Select targets records frou input JAD file

E. POINTS: SELECT

FORMAL PARhHETKFS: None

€OON BLO-CK: ASMKMY, CLASSES, CIO, C30, JADIREC, OP.ION, PRINSP,
SIDES, TARDEF

§IMROUTIMM CALLD: ADTOBASR, PINDCLASS, FINDSIDE, PADII&, FNMUAR,
INSOUT, KOMPH, KRUNCH, NgXTFT, RANSIZE, SAMSET,
SETDEF, SORTIE, XWHERE

ENTHOD (of JIM)
Method-

Target rucords ati selected from the input JAD files, added to QUICKe
integrated data base (subroutine ADTODASE) and a new output JAD file
generated for use outside of tho QUICK system (see figure 9). The
selection process is user directed and outlined in subsection 2.5.

Besides the coons deacribed in table 1 there are some speci.al arrays
used by SEleCT. VADV holds the value for all legal adverbs. A1jVPTR
holds the adverbs and pointers from the tnput clauses. START holds the
pointer to the beginning of the input elaumes in the order doscribed in
VADV. PUNCT holds t* pair of value pairs that correspond to the alpha-
betic prefix and the operatr coma am they &ppear in thi, Input. RECORD
is a 336-character array which contains the JAD record before it is
decoded into JADREC. LINES contain an tncremented count of the ites'
in 'subnotal, based on CLASS,

First a JAD format record is road. Xf the automatit generation of
bomber defenses is desired and the record isa SAX Ofte, SAMBOT is
called to save it on a special. file (unit 19). The target then must
seat the criterion defined by the Aesignment tabla as tested by FNDTAR.
The record uest than pass ay restrictions in the optional WUIRE clause
before it is decoded into JARMC. At this tim the key reference code
(ASNKEY) from FNDTAP. in saved on the record which in put on a random
file. T•e sortkey for thi. record is written onto file 21. 'Ihis pro-
case continues until the inuut Vi1.o it exhausted.

*•First subroutine of overlay link ULK,

47



The next step is to sort the random file maelpt4*4y- c"U4 :8"

complexes. The sort is done by subroutine SORTZT wit tba tht

defined on unit MIDLUM (21 or 23). The sort le p•u•NIy o .1% .102

(found after FNDTAR was called by retrtevbg t". f" $MS W R• tt
this type).

The DESIGA2 is retrieved so that the out.put ta" will be in WIDG 8o0T

without necessarily doing a second sort. The foilog sellete4 jAD

records to also sorted on region for the aem reew h :/4M

index (JSETNO) is used to keep the clnaose togethor i•4*f wsi f
the output file and also to Improve the eff*is Of 'D• . A ri-
bute TYPE Is included in the sort primilly w A I• ". tk '

also for the output print. The NLMU of the tai~t 1* -i imw~t% te*e
for the INDEXER modulo. After the sort ts 'acca• e g 1= to
called to form SAM complexes if the option It ae&. O we v Mbe h *
then read and SETDEF is called, if the optUfln ti A, ee A9%VAQh
called to add the record to the Integreated date bie, Who Vuqgor

DESIG in now defined and the JAD recor4 tl outpw"t Ito4•* If 0p -•iS
remains in sort (DESIC overflow could cmoae It to. be "t of SWt).

This is done for the entire sorted file. If yet ou o s;tv *
output file is resorted and put into tbs e s t 1 41 e. if *
print@ are desired the JAD output filue ts worseA *A qt$b

4$• ,:.



I All Files, I
RANSIZE for
Rapdom File,

,IRNST for Numbax
of Adverbs

More Than YsWarnn6 Adverb s? M ess age

-AY 
Call IIWGEr

Any Adverbs? 'for Input

No , _ _>_____ _ _ ___-

SDone Do 20 For All

21 DAdverbs
Input

-Do

Do 15 Flor All Dn rn

, Logsal Adverbs W

Inut Adverb $at start of
L oa a l ? C la u s * -S O

Figure 9. Subrouttna EIL=CT (Part I of 6)
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21

Set Optional 1
Print Flag and
Default InputFile

Speci Ated? fo--r Ro
/ ~IInput ftit

,F l ,1._ IL_

Cal 11 INDC1AS

.or rder 34

11~11 N

Set Number Comms~ IG'
of Clasp@m Aftor ! NSxt v18.!

clas Ore Call. NI

g o t B y o t P r e t . . .

Call WIT.UIDZfor Legasl set. "d 04

100 Fiu* (11* 1 of 4),
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100 480

Yen

Rea fd of No . and Atitomatic yes
•- RJtSd File?' / \settingfor /-

Cl NTRSet Values Call SAMSET

for a Class Necessry--- to Save
AT YPE FND TAR Selecti ont Lo cati on

STarget Valid set values to
for Assignment be Tested by

Table'? WHERE Clause

.- AfiCall. NEXTTT
for Alphabetic
Part of DESIG

Call XWHERE

you_
* to Execute W11FIRE Clause?

It.WHERE C.lauseR("oo)

Des l• i•,red? /•-• CAU an" Re, , rd and/

S/ I SIDE / ,.=.
Tag

510
Siu e9.(at 3 oex for

Tage Yom. Writ JAD
,.• •.ws.,li



200

Read Key No auoat to CCI UE

End nf No sPet values

Fie fo52 t ls

10009



300

Rewind File DMI~s In
With Sorted Sort?
JAD Records

Call RANIIZI Initialize
to Read Just to Resort

Random Record on DES IG

7 -- B_° _ _' '•; • °.
Read 7fCall SORTIT (Ree~d Key301 Reodto Sort on n

j j ESICJAD RecordT11W
] " Endof

End of yes Rewind File
Fileof Keys

J I..

NO

rite Record Rewind Sorted write
and Key File C AN& Reor

Figue 9. (Part 5 of 6)1
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310

Read
JAD Record

File? -I to

IjETRN

1t4r. 90., (Pa-e 4 Of 6)
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2.9.1 •ubr. utint ApOBARE

Add the selected JAD record to QUICKs inregrated
data base

EWX glal;ADTOBASE

FOML PARAMETER: None

14DN jL0CK5* C10, C13, (30, JADRIC, Ol'TION, TARDEF

SUBROUTMS CALLD: DiEAULT, DLETZ, GETDES, HDFND, HEAD, NDDFY,
NE"IXT, RETRV, STORE

Q&LULf SY:BLECT

ADTOBASE is called to put the target desorlbed in common JADUC into
QUICKs Integrated Data Base. in order tn do this, the master of all.
the chains of which the TARGET Record is a detail oS, mutt be fcound or
in many cases created. BlSce the processing is very similar for most
of the chains, the process has bewn generalized as much as possible,
The general approach is to start with the headers and query the chains
until the proper masters have been found or created for this TARLT
record.

The first time that ADTOBABE is called the records on the ATRIB chainare checked in order to define the common C30 locntions of the key atti.-butes describirg the master records. This is only done on the first cell.

The first action normaLly performed in ADMOBASH Is to define the array
of vmlues that describe the location in the data base where the TARGET
reca3d is to be linked. The Linkage must be placed under the chains
that contain the matching values for attributes VULNI, TYPE, MGRO, antd
CLASS. If the TARGET is a weapon, chains for weapon group, payload
number and the weapon TYPE (defined under the weapon CLAHB definition)
must be searched for matchiug values.

The first step in retrieving the .aator records is to retrieve any
headers that have not been retrieved Already by th4 previous tarLget.

Then the four chains (seven for weapons) are searched for a record that
has a key value natching that of the JAD record. If the record agrees
vith the one p'oviously found, no searehing is nenessarl.. 'if the

* record does not exist, then it must ba created,

S . ~~Befora any record to created In ADTOWAE the subroutine DEF•AtW' iscalled for that record typo. DEFAULT will aout ll the defaeult values

ior that record type. After this iS done, the key velum from JADRXC , .
are qec anid the record is created.

55. •.



The SECTOR chain requires special processin mimnce the €omparison here
is not a match but longitude being between two Values. The chaln is
simply searched for the record. Thi" is not necessacy if the tfeord
is not already there from the previous call to ADTMUSE.

The TARGTY record must also be checked since it mst be unique to more
values than just TYPE. The values of country location and owner and
vuilne•ability are also checked. If a uwtch is not found on the ontire
chain, a new record is created. Note also that tf the teeord had been
created earlier it masst now be modified to account for the Odkitional
unique values (VULNl, etc.).

For weapons there is one additional record that most be definlJ mm,
WEPSUB, the weapon subt)pe. As usual, if it does not alrodr exist it
is created. Note thau DEFAULT in not called since the entire reo~rd
consists of the one nme 'DUWHT'.

Now if either the 1EPL•C•l1 or OMITTIM options arm used the TOTT
chain is 4sarched for targets with the saw values for VACWHO ad 33E0.
Note that for do types of targets, this can result in an excessive
amount oi searching and that the options should be used sparinly, If
a match Is found ONITrTN0 will cause a retu'rn to ,ELECT while IAPLACINO
will delete the old record.

ri that the 1aster3 for the TARONT record have beeu defiorn th. actual
record can be added to the data base.

First subroutine GETDES completes the work that IMAYk strted using
the reference code mentioned in ALPMAS, GETTAIK and SELECT.

with the DESTG now definad, and the default values defitedw 0A volume
in JADRUC are mosved to commas C30.

For Urban/Industrial targets the radius is defined and the value for

either POP or IG1W is set (FOP for population centers).

The target record is nov craeited.

If the target is also a weapon then a HSIlT record is also created.
At this point ADTOlASE returns.

Subroutine ADTOBASZ is illustrated in figure 10.
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( TART

Call HDF'DM
First Call? Yes for Chain of

Attributes

No

7&~ 71AI

Call NUXTrr

for Next

Attribute

LDone

yes nd o NO Do 73 Fu~r All75Can 
Key Attri[buteos

Y[of the Attribute

IctionSvocto

Fipgre 10. Subroutine ADTONASZ (Part 1 of 7)
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(79)
Set FlsK for La mptiue Se Bt Key Values]

No~ t• al Now Laiudin

Not itt for Companion
Tyriue ___7

Rest Values Done Do 10 For All Done Do 5 for All
for Currenit B ids'*-eaeders Involved Weapon Classes

Do DO

Has Ileadet This Target lb
<Already Been a Weapon?

Retrieved?

Flas as I ncroeuse Mfamhr
Changed and Iof chain and

Keep Noew Value I t dao',1sa

-- -

IIand RETKV for

Figuro 10. (Part 2 of 7)
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Do 20 For All -

Chains Under Da BBthe Header@

( ) ,Do
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2.9.2 Subroutine DEFAULT

PURPOSE. Set default valueo into comeon block C30

ENTRy POINTS : DEFAULT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: RECORD: record name

COMMON BLOCKS: C10, C20, C30

SUBROUTINES CA D4: HEAD, NEXTTT

gLED BY: ADTOBASE

Method:

Local arrays RECNAME and VALUE hold the record nmae and the default
value for the attribute. Also arrays LINK and LOC contain either a
l-nk to the start of the record description (0, if no more records are
described) or the location of the attribute in co n C30.

When DEFAULT is called, the RECHAME array is queried using the corres-
ponding LTNK value until the record uame passed is found or the entire
list queried.

If the record naoe is not fonund the RCTYP chain is traversed in an
effort to find the record name passed. When found the TALINK end
AILINK chains are traversed to find the default value for the ottribute
and its location in C30. These values are added to VALUE and LOC fol-
lowing the record name. In any came the values in VALUE and LrC between
the record and the next record are used to move the value in VALUE into
the location in common C30 specified by IOC,

Subroutine DEFAULT is illustrated in figure 11.

*6I
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2.9.3 Subroutine KRUNCH

Form SAM complexes based on name with adjusted
radius and range

ERY PODUS: KRUNC1H

LMT-RS: SORT! the file containing sorted records from
SELECT

CMMON BLOCKS : None

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SORTIT, DXSTF

Q y.• SELECT

The information on flMe SORT is saved on a temporary file. The output
from SAMSET is then sorted on NAME. Complexes with identical names are
formed into complexes with an effective radius and range. The complexes
are then rasorted on longitude and an output file for SETDEF is created,
the first record on this file is the wamnber of complexes. Finally, the
data that was on SORT file is returned to SORT.

Subroutine KRUNCH is illustrated in figure 12.
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2.9.4 Subroutine SAMSET

PURPOSE: Collect location and type of SAM site

EWNTY POINTS: SAMSET

FORMAL PARAMETERS: RECORD: 336-charactor JAD format record
COMMOON BLOIKS: None

S"ROMTINES CALLE11 None

CALLED BY: SELECT

Method:

SAMSET is passed the JAD format record of a SAM site. Tho name, lati-
tude, longitude and type code is then put on a scratch file for later
processing by subroutine KRUNCH.

Subroutiiie SAMSET is illustrated in figure 13.
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2.10 Subroutine ASTERIM

P'J SL: To delete target recnrds from QUICKs integrrate1
data baor

ENTRY PON•TS: ASTERISK

FORMAL PAR& IERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: CIO, C30

SUBROU N3S CALLED: DLETE, HEAD, INSGWT, RETRY

C.LED .: ENTHOD (of JLM)

ASTERISK begins by locating the KEEPING clause in the INSGET input and
retrievitng the first range of DESIGs to be retained in the data hase,.

The input tape (JAD foruiat) created by an earlier execution of ,,,,(i'

is then read. If the DESIC on the tape in beyond the DES1G input: raltlg,
then TNSGET is used to retrieve additional DESIG ranges until this cmon-

dition is no longer true. The TARGET record iv then retrieved and t-ho,

TGTTGT chain is headed to find the value of TYPE which is used on t:le

output tape. If the tape DESIG is below the DESIG input range, the
TARGET record is removed from the dar, base and the JAr) format record

is output as Is. But, if this DESIG is between the DI,,.l.( input range,

then an anterisk is appended to the DESIG before the record is output.
In either case a new tape record is read and the DESIG in tested as
before.

Subroutine ASTERISK is illustrated in figure 14.

*First subrointine of overlay link ASTE,
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SECTION 3. DBMOD MODULE

3.! 1

The purpose of DBMOD is to alter the contenl: or characterietics of q
data base in order to adapt the data base to the specific scenerio ICor
which the plan is being developed. Because of its highly specialized
nature, module DBMOD should be examined for possible revision enach time
a new plan is to be generated.

3.2 Input

User commands plus the integrated data base are necessary inputs to
DBMOD. user inputs define the scenario, attacking and defending sides,
plus optional. inputs whereby nondefault scaling factors may be set.

All targets to be processed by the QUICK system must have been defined
prior to DBMOD execution. This also includes a definition for each
target's value (attributes VAL, IGIW or POP). For the attacking side
attributes ADBLI, NADBLI, or ADBLR and NADBLR, and NPRSQI, NPRSQ2, or
NPRSQ3 must also have been defined.

3.3 output

DBMOD generates printed reports and modifies the integrated data base
for all U/I class targets for the defending side and for all miusile
and bomber class targets for the attacking side. U/I targets modify
attribute VAL. Missile and bomber class targets modify attributes
NOINCO, NALERT, NOPERSQ, ALRTDB and NLRTDB. If user requested, attributes
TARDEFHI and TARDEFLO are modified.

3.4 Concept of Operatio

D.MOD begins by readLng input user conunands and stores values that
define the scenario to be constructed, the attacking and defending sides,
and the nondefault scaling factors used for U/I class value calculations.
DBMOD, then determines the attributes for NOINCO (number in commission)
and NALERT (number on olert) for bomber@ and mnissiles. The user also
has the option of scaling the value (VAL) given to an U/I target based
on the values for population (POP) and IUIW. The option also exists to
calculate local bomber defenses (attributes TARDEF1H[ and TARDEFLO). For
given collections of targets records, parameters are s.ummed and properly
printed.

3.5 Identification of Subroutine Fungtion

3.5.1' Subroutine DESTAB. With the exception of utility routines,
I)ESTAB is the only subroutine included under DBMOD. DESTAB keeps track
of the number of target records within the data base, the number of tr-.
get records deleted, and produces summary prints.
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1.6 Co.q.on Block Definition

Cuiivion blocks used by DBMOI) are outlined in table 2. Common blocks
that cormmunicate. with the COP are given in appendix A of Maintenance
Manual, Volume I.
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Table 2. Module DBMOD Internal Common Blocks

VARIABLE
BLOCK OR ARRAY DECRIWTION

CLASSES CLASSES((.o) List of all legal class values from
F INDCLAS

LOCAL LOCAL(l) Attacking side
LOCAL(2) Defending side
SCENARIO SIERRA, INDIA, or ROMEO input

AUTARD Flag to automaticaly generate TARDEF111 and
TARDEFLO

PCTTTW) Constants used in U/I sca•.!ng equatJots.

PFIW Default values are: PCTIW'3.06, PFIW-.A1,
PCTPOPI PFPOP-PCTPOP-O
PFPOP

SIDES SIDES(5) Common with FINDSIDE and stores all aides
with headers in the data base.

TARDEF NTARIII Level of local bomber defense at high

altitude

NTARLO Level of X.ocal bomber defense at low alti-
Lude

K9
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'1.7 Subroutine ENTMOI)

l'JRlOSlF: Alter data base to specified scenario

IN'IRY 1'OINL'S: ENTMOD (first subroutine called whan overlay
link DBMOD is executed)

IoRMAIL P'ARAMEI,;ERS: None

(COMMON BLOCKS: CLASSES, CIO, C15, OOPS, LOCAL, SIDES, TARDEF

S1I•3ROUTINES CALLED: DIRECT, DROPDES, FINDCLAS, FINDSIDE,, IIDFND,
HEADRF, TNSGET, KFEPDES, MODFY, NEXT7TT, PRNTDES,
RETRV, SETDEF

Method:

I)DMOD initially reads user's inputs and stores veeded parameters. 'rhe
veib for thin module is MODIFY and the only recognized adverb is
SET'IING. Within the clause parameters SCENARIO, ASIDE and DSIDE must
b, defined. SCENARIO defines how the data base is to shaped and recognizes
valuo,,i of SIERRA, INDIA, or ROMEO. Parameter ASIDE function is to set
the at.tacking side ard I)SIDE to set the defending side. Sides are set
within record 'NUMTHIL' (see figure 15).

it desired the user may request calculatioLs for loral bomber defenses
t;hrough an input within the clause of setting TARDEF-YE:]. It, reihain-
Ing allowable inputs to the clause are the setting of variables P(UTIW,
PFTW, P(CTl'OI', or PF]1OP to non-default values for use in U/I calculations.

After input definition, the individual tasks performed are:

a. The appropriate numbur of bombers or tankers for each squadron
(NOPERSQN) Is selected depending upon the particular plan
being devetoped (Initiative, Surprise, or Retaliatory)

. 'lle number of bombers or tankers in cnneasInion (NOINCOM) fvL
vach squadron is calculated by specifying that attribute NOINCOM
1s equal to NOPERSQN

c. 'lThe number of bombers or tankers which are on blert (NALERT)
for each squadron iiA also set to NOPERSQN

i, 'I'he relative vnlue (attribute VAL) of urban/industrial targets
is calculated as a function of gen:ral industrial worth (IGIW)
and population (POP)

.8
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e. If the TAPDEF option is exercised, each target (on the defend-
ing side) is processed and the level of local bomber dofense
available at the target is calculated.

f. If any target value equal zero (VAL-O), that record wilt be
deleted from the data base.

If addition to the above tasks, the following prints arc produced:

a. The target value summary that reflects the count and cumulative
valuo of the targets by SIDE, CLASS, and TYPE.

b. The target count by SIDE, MEGION, and the alphabetic portion
of the DESIG

c. The LargwL couuut deleted by SIDE, REGION, and the alphabetic
portion of the DESIG

The order of target chaining is conducted in such a way that the targt-l
value print summary may be produced within having to save various com-
binations of SIDE, CLASS, TYPE, and VAL values. Namely, for a given
side a target class is chosen, a TYPE is chained for that class and
all individual targets processed for the CLASS and TYPE intersection.
All TY.Es are chained for a given CLASS entry and then a second CWASS
entry is picked and processing continues.

Noce. that attribute TYPE and the record type chain called 'TGTTYI' are
not oecessarily in one-to-one correspondence. That is, for a value of
TYPE theve may exist more than 'TGTTYP' record. Code is implemented to
check for Lhi- occurrence.
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3.8 Subroutine DEST'AB

PURPOSE: Builds and prints counts of DESICs by region

ENTRY POINTS: DROPDES, KEEPDES, and PRNTDES

FORMAL PARAMTERS: DESITG Target DESIC arid region for entries
IREG DROPDES and KEEPDES

SIDE Side to be printed and region for entry
IREG PRNTDES

COMMON BLOCKS: None

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED AY: ENTMOD (of overlay link DBMOD)

Method:

Entries DROPDES and KEEPDES

Based on formal parameters DESIC and IREG maintain a count of records
to be deleted or records to be retained within the data base.

Enit ry PNI'DES

Prints the counts an built by DBMOID.

Subroutine I)ESTAB is illustrated in figure 16.
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SECTION 4. INDEXER MODULE

4.1 Purpose

To provide for economical handling of data and to facilitate communica-
tiona between QUICK modules, it is necessary to assign indices to
various data contained in the data base. Module INDEXER is designed to
perform this task. In addition, INDEXER processes all potential targets
and, where appropriate, forms them into complex targets.

4,2 I

"The input to module INDEXER consists of the user-input command and the
integrated data base. T'he user-input command identifies a complexing
option or a weapon yield used for complexing and print option requeutn;.

INDEXER accesses the integrated data base in three ways. First, it
accesses the vulnerability table header VNTKH1D and the vulnerability
number records (VULNUM) on the VNTKS chain. Second, it accesses the
target data by retrieving the target headers (TG01D), the target type-
records (TARGTY) on the TGTrYP chain, the TARGET records on the TGTTC'T
chain, and finally the HSBMTG records on the TARGXX chain. Third, it
accesses the targets within sector using the sector header (SEC111)),
the sector records (SECTR) on the SECTOR chain, and the targets on the
TGTSEC chain.

4.3 Output

INDEXER modifies the integrated data base in two ways. First, it alters
the contents of the TARGET record, adding an index number and, for
missile and bomber targets, calculates thetime decay valuem. Also, av
a result of the ccmplex formation process, it changes the linkage of
targets on the CMPTGT chain. When originally stored, all TARGET records
are placed on the CMPTGT chain as details of a single master- 'This
"master record (type COMPTG) may be thought of as the master of a chain
of all simple targets. Following the complex formation process, each
complex causes the creation of a COMPTO record. This record in used
am the master of a COPTGT chain whose details ere those TARGET records
which make up the complex. After the creation of this incord, all
TARGET records which are a part of this complex are modified so that
they are now chained to the new record rather than the simple target:
master. Thus when all processing is completed, all targets will be
differentiated as to whether they are simple, or complex target,, by
the COHPTG record to which they are chained.
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4.4 Concept of Operation

After it scenario has been selected, module INDEXER performs neces'ary
calculations and additions to the refined data base. The major objec.-
tivws of INDEXER are to: (a) assign unique indices to all targetable
records (referred to as index number, attribute INDEXNO), (b) automatical-
Ly calculate time decaying value points for all target bomber and missile
bases,; (c) calculate for each unique target vulnerability a complexing
lethal radius based on user selected yields; (d) complex individual tar-
gets baned on selected algorithm; and (e) define the target complex
c I asses.

/6.5 Identification of Subroutine Functions

/i.i.1 Subroutine COMPLEX. This subroutine queries all potential targets
on an earth sector (boundaries of longitude) basis and forms complexes.
SImply, elenuents of targets are defined as being in a complex if they
art! geographically within a defined destruct radius of each other. The
destruct radius is the lethal radius calculated and stored in earlier
processing.

4.5.2 Subroutine CRTBLE. 'Ibis subroutine t:alculateH complexing lethal.
radius based on hard coded tables and is executed only when user directed.

4q.'.1 Subroutine SETVAL. Tf a target belongs to a missile or bomber
Hlass and is salvood, this routine will calculate time value decay
curves based on the rate at which sorties leave a launch base.

4.0 Common Block Definition

(,ovmon blocks used by INDEXER are outlined in table 3. Common blocks
that communicate with the COP are given in appendix A o': Program Hain-
t'nance Manual, Volume I.
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Table 3. Module INDEXER Internal Common Blocks

VARIABLE
BLOCK OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

CYIELD SYIELD(2) Yield, in megatons, used in forming complextes.
Value is user determined.

DIFFLAT DIFFLAT Maximum difference in latitude (DtC) in Form-
ing complexes. Comiputed in INDEXER based on
the softest target in the data base.

IOP1RT TOPRT If zero, nonstandard prints Are supprestitd.
User determined.
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4.7 Subroutine ENTMOD

iiJRtlOflw,: Read uH.r inputa, calculate and store complexing
lethal radius, determine attribute INDEXNO and
control flow of supporting subroutines

1,•NrRY POINTS: ENTMOI) (first subroutine called when overlay link
INDXER is executed)

PORMAL I'ARAMTERS: None

C(4OQ BLOCKS: CIO, C15, C25, C20, C30, YTELID, I)IFFLAT, IOPRT

SUBROUTTINES CALLED: COMPLEX, CRTBLE, DIRECT, HIFND, HEAl), INSGET,
ITLE, HODFY, NEXTTT, RETRV, SETVAI,, VLFADI

LAI,14C1) 1Y: COP

Me thod:

Modulo INDEXER beglnu (figure 17) by reading (through utility subroutine
INSGET) and storing timer input paramneters, then for each unique vulner-
"ibhility contained within the data base, a complexing lethal radius is
cvolculated and stored. Following this, individual targets are chained
fi a specified manner and modified to include attribute INDEXNO. As
Individual targets are chained, subroutine SETVAL is called for all
misniie and bomber classes for possible time value decay calculations.
Aftter querying targets, subroutine COMPLEX is called in order to form
target complexes and upon completion processing is terminated.

.t11r inppt lie finition

INDI'XER initinlly retrieves record type 'NUXTBL' in order to define the
attacklng (ASTDE0 and defending (DSTI)E) aide. These attributes were
mtori'd in thhe data base by module DBMOI). Following side definition,
t1'h, tisor Inputs are retrieved and needed values stored.

I' the verb is correct (comparison to local parameter IND) processing
continues; otherwise an error message is printed and processing stops.

E l'xhitiv,' of adverbs WITH!, VNOPTION, or ONIRINTS are checked for. Use
of adverb ONPRINTS, Implies nonstandard print@ are to be produced;
adverb VNOPTION implies that ecomplexing lethal radius in to be obtained
frisn hard coded tables. In absence of the VNOPTXON clause, complexing
In performed with an assumed weapon yield of one megaton. The user may
override this yield through a clause introduced by the adverb WITH.
Both attributes YIELD and SIDE are included within the WITH clause.
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ComplexLux Lethal Radius Calculation

For each unique vulnerability defined within the data base for the defend-
ing side, a complexing lethal radius is calculated and stored within
local array CLR which contains a maximium of 255 entries. Calculations
aire performed either in subroutines VLRADI or CRTBLE depending upon user
requests. After each calculation, results are printed and DIFFLAT is
rLchecl•cd for definition of the softest target among targets to be
qut-ribd.

Vnlncrabilities (attribute VULN) are collected under header 'VN'IT.HD'
and are contained within chain 'VNTKS'.

Attribute INDEXNO and Time Value Assignments

Ihadlvidual targets are now processed in a defined manner in order to
assign index numbers. For target classes called missiles or bombers,
time value factors ate generated. Also, the stored complexing lethal
radius (array CTR) is defined within each individual target record based
on attribute VULNI.

Index numbers will be assigned sequentially for all target records that
lihve a similar value for attribute TYPE for a given class and side
combination. For a given target class individual target records are
collected for one side followed by all records for the r3maen.ing side,
if TYPEs exist for the second side. Within a colaection of records for
a given TYPE value, items are queried according to the order in which
they appear in the data base.

Target class names that are stored within the data base may be found by
querying record chain 'RCTYP' of the organizational datL. Each class
umame encountered under chain 'RCTYP' ts locally stored in array KREF.
Storage is on a side basis. The existence of a class name for one side
does not guarantee an entry for the other side.

]NI)EXN0 assinmrents begins by picking a target class (header TGTHU) for
side 1 (local parameter IS-1) and further picking a target type record.
Now for a target class, side, target type combination, all of the indi-
vidual targets are chained and INDEXNO, complexing lethal radius, and,
if necessary, thre value factors are stored.

After a given TYPE record is processed, the next TYPEs are processed for
the same class and side. Upon exhausting a class and side cmabination,
side 2 (TS-2) is investigated for all TYPE records. Finally a new
target clans for side I in chosen and cited processing is repeated.

Attribute TYPE and the record type chain called 'TGTTYP' are not neces-
sarily in one-to-one corresrondence. That is, for a value of TYPE there
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may exist: more than one 'TGTTYP' record. This is possible since the
attributes defined in the 'TGTTYP' records may bave different values for
a TYPE value. For instance, for TYPE-MtII1 there could be two entries
for attribute CNTRYL (country location), say US and CA. For this con-
dition two 'TGTTYP' record@ will exist and both have attribute TYP,-MMITIT.
Therefore upon chaining 'TGTrYP', the entire lint tiswt be checked for
multiple occurrences of the same TYPE value.

After the last class entry for aide I is processed, checks are made to
ensure all. side 2 entries have been processed. 11Tis is necessary nllnc.e
the major processing is for all side 1 entries and the fact. exists
that class names may be defined for side 2 but not side 1. Local array
ICHIK is set to nonzero as each side 2 class name iL processed.
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4.8 Subroutine COMPLEX

IVRPOSE: To form complex targets

ENT*RY POINTS: COMPLEX

"ORHAT, PARANETERS: None

COI(O* B BLOCKS- C10, C15, C30, DIFFIAT, IOPRT

SUBROUTINES CALLED: O'IRECT, DLETE, IrDFND, MODFY, NEXTTT, RETRV,
-QORTIT, STORE

AIAbED BY- ENTMOD (of overlay link INDEXER)

Method:

IndLvidual target records are queried in order to form target complexes.
Ir any two targets are geographically located vltthin one half the mum
of the complexing lethal radius of each target, they belong to the same
complex. For each new complex formed, a complex, number (parameter
WOMPL) is sequentially updated, stored under record 'COHPTG' and each
individual target belonging to the complex is storod on the 'CMPTGT'
chain.

Complexom are formed within earth segments which are simply divisions
of longitude, The earth sector chain is called 'SECTOR'. The iniLtial
ac.tion of COMPI.EX, as shown in figure 18, is to query a 'SECTOR' chaii;
And nort all records within that chain by increasing latitude. Sub-
routine SORTIT perfoxms the sort and final results placed on file unit
TSOR'TIrN. Each ISORTLUN record contains latitude and the Reference Code
of the target record associated with the laliftude. File ISORTLUN is
read, and an indexed random file (ISAMLUN) is written which will be
interrogated within COMPLEX. Each XSA14LUN record contains target lati-
rude, longitude, reference code, complex number, and complexing lethal
radius (CC0I).

'Ilte flarch for complex targets begins by comparing differences in lati-
tude for consecutive targets in the sorted file, beginning with the
first, noncomplex target. When a distance between the first selected
target (associated with latitude CLATI) and any other individual (l.ati-
tude CLATJ) that has riot as yet been complexed is lass than one half
the sum of the lethal radius of each target, the target associated with
latitude CLATJ is said to belong to a complex associated with latitude
CIATL. Array LCOP is updated to record this occurrence.

Target CLATI continues to be tasted against subsequent targets in the
sorted file until a difference in latitude greater than parmieter

IL
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DIFFLAT is encountered. DIFFLAT in the maximum complexing lethal radius
defined within the Same. Targets included in the list LCONIP are now
compared in the same way to find additional members of the complex. The
procesl in repeated until all targtsain the list LCOMP have been iavcn-
tigated, and the complex is completed. The complex then is assigned
the next value of ICOKPL and each member within the complex are propLrty
chained.

Subroutine COMPLEX in illustrated in figure 18.
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4.9 Functioin CRTBLE

PURPOSE: To calculate complexing lethal radius

ENTRY POINTS: CRTBIE

FORMAL PARAMETERS: IVN, vulnerability

COMMON BLOCKS.: None

SUBROUTINES CALLED: VLRADI

CALLED BY: ENTMOD (of overlay link INDXER)

Method:

based on input parameter (IVN) complexing lethal radius is obtained by
proper indexing into hard coded arrays (Q and P) which is the letter
portion of vulnerabilities. Defining a yield as equaling the first
two integers (in megatons) of IVN, subroutine VLRADI is called to find
an adjusted VN which is turn is used as the index into the P and Q
arrays,

Function CFTBIE it illustrated in figure 19.
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4.10 Subroutine SETVAL

PURPOSE: To add time dependent value curves to missile
and bomber target bases

_NTRY POINTS: SETVAL

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: CIO, Cli, C30

SUBROUTINES CALLED: I)iRECT, HDFND, ITLE, NEXtWT, RETRY

CALLED BY: ENTMOD (of overlay link INDXER)

Method:

SETVAL (figure 20) mets the values of FVALTTI and Tn attributes accord-
ing to the attributes NOPERSQ, NALERT, ALRTDL, NLRTDL, LCHINT, and
S1I'MUN for missile and bomber bases. The value curve is calculated so
that the value of the item is equal to the fraction of the vehicles
remaining on base at any time.

The generated value curve considers the following tine points:

TI - Alert delay (ALRTDI,)
T2 - Time of last launch of alert vehic:le
T3 - Nonalert delay (NLRTDL)
T4 - Time of last launch of nonalext vehicle

On the first call to SETVAL all weapon types are chained and their
-essocisted Reference Codes stored along with attribute TYPE (arrays
'rARTP and TTARRF). Following this storage, SETVAL begins by retriev-
iug total vehicles (NOPERSQ), number of vehicles on alert (NALERT),
alert delay time (ALRTDL) and nonalert delay time (NL[RTDL). If there
ar, no vehicles available (NOPERSQ), attribute VAL (target value) is
set to zero and a RETURN is executed. For this situation, the value
curve need not be generated. Attribute TI is set to alert delay and
FVALTI is set to 1.0. If there is no launch interval (ICHINT), a
RETURN is executed; otherwise T2 and FVALT2 are calculated. T3 , T4,
0/VALT3 and FVALT4 are calculated only if T2 is less than the nonalert
delay.
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4.11 Function VLRAD1

PURIPOSE: To find the lethal radius of a weapon delivered
against a target of a specified vulnerability,
and to set FN for use by the calling subroutine.

,NTRY POINTS: VLRADI

FO•MAL PARAMETERS: YIELD - Yield of weapon in megatons
NVN - Vulnerability parameter of target
ROB - Weapon height of burst
FN - Parameter specifying shape of damage

function

C(OMON BLOCKS: TNI)XRHL, RADATA

,UBROUTIN1 S CALLED,: EXP

CALLED BY: ENTMOLO (of overlay link INDXFR)

Method:

NVN in decoded ico the appropriate vulnerability number VN, the letter
(P or Q), and the K-factor XK. The cube r'oot of the yield is extracted.
Then the adjusted vulnerability number AVN is determined by methods
described in "Computer Computation of Weapon Radius," B-139-61, Air
Force Intelligence Center. FN is set to six or three of P and Q type
targets, respectively.

ComMOn block /RADATA/ contains four arrays (for the four combinations
of P or Q vulnerability and aix-to-surface burst) each of which contains
the natural logarithm of the lethal radius (in nautical tmil..) of a
1-megaton burst. The data are at intervals of five vulnerability num.-
bars. Function VIRADI interpolates in the appropriate array to find j

the logarithm of the 1-megaton lethal radius for AVN. The lethal radius
of the weapon is then determined by exponentiating and multiplying by
the cube root of the yield,

A flowchart for VLRADI is shown in figure 21.
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SECTION 5. PIANSET MODULE

5.1 Purpose

PLANSXT'r prepares the target list for ALOC, computes and normalizes the
cla.s value factors, calculates the representative attributes for com-
plex targets and forms weapon groups.

5.2 Input

With the exception of geographic related records, the entire remaining
structure within the integrated data boas will be queried. This includes
records and chains tv define the targets, complexes, weapon characteris-
tics, payload data, and weapon base locations.

User cormands select targets and weapons to be used within the allocation
de:inition. In addition, Information is supplied for value sca.ling
calculation plus data for repreaentative complex target metting.

5.1 Output

The major tobjective of PIANSET involves the formation of weapon groups
and the definition of a list of target numbers as deanded by the allo-
cation system. Also, individual target records are modified to reflect
values as scaled the'ough user inputs.

E,;ach weapon group is a WEPNGP 'record on the WKPGIRP chain. hach weapon
group has a chain, MYSQDN, that links together the MSBMTG records for
each base in the group. With regard to processing the data bass it should
be noted that the individual launch sites amsignod to each missile
squadron are grouped together; and that the value of the attribute ISITE
(site number) is set positive for the record representing the site. Cor-
reoponding records that are missile squadrons within the site have ISITE
aet to a negative value. When input in this manner, the missile squad-
ross are viewed as one launch base during plan generation.

Generated within PLANSET is the chain, LISTXX of target number records,
TARCDE, which is headed by record TARMUM. This chain contains a list
of reference codes that points to target records in a sort order proper
for ALOC processing. There are three types of targets:

a. gfl-al gtg": one target elnasnt

b. Gowlex t Lt: several. target elements within the lethal
radius of a single weapon so that they amut be treated as a
single target complex

190
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c. Mioiltiple rargets: Acttually several independent identical tar-
gets such as separate missile silos in a Minuteman squadron
that are close together (relative to the range of the weapon)
but for enough apart that each target element must be treated
as an independent aim point.

The list of reference codes, then, contained within TARCT)E records
stores simple target references which point to one target element (called
representative targets) for each complex and multiple target formation.
Individual elements of complexes or multiples are not referenced by
chain LISTXX; therefore they are viewed by the allocator.

Prior to PLANSET termination, each complex and multiple target has its
elements chained under a COMPTG record. The maximum number of compltixms
has been defined by INDEXER. Multiple targets reside on the CMPIII)
header and have complex number (attribute ICOcPL) values that are rounter
than INDEXER defined.

Each TARGET record selected must be modified to include the correct
normalized target value as well as the lethal radius for both air and
ground bursts. If necessary there are lethal radius calculations for
two hardness components.

5.4 Concevt of Qogration

PLANSET performs the following:

o store user input parameters;

o calculate the weighting value of each selected target class;

o calculate the lethal radius of all selected targets;

o chain collected multiple targets;

o for each complex, choose the representative target and calcu-
late the necessary attributes;

o normalize the value of each targot no that the game total will
be 1,000 points;

o randomly assign target numbers (and eventually sort) to
selected target records:

o form weapon groups from weapon launch bases;

o adjust the number of alert bomber refuels based on the nuamber
of tankers available;

o finally, supply prints.
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The controlling subroutine (called MINOT)) reads and stores user requests
and then executes subroutines GmPEM (for grouping), SRrTGT (for target
number definition), and PRINTGP (for printiý)g). Each of these three sub-
routines performs the desired objectives.

';, [Edenlification of Subroutine Functions

'.'i.1l Subroutine ADJUSTGP. This subroutine is called by GRPEM after
wuapon groups are formed. ADJUSTGP alters the number of bomber refuels
so that it is less than or equal to the number of tankers and resets
yields for each weapon group.

'. 'i.2 Subroutine CALCOMP. Whenever subroutine SRTTGT encounters a
coniplux target, CALCONP will define the representative target olement
for that complex as well as determine necessary attributes for the com-
plex an a whole.

'i.Vi.' Subrout-ne GRPEM. 'Jhe user selected weapon system types are
4,hained along with their associated missile and bomber bases and weapon
groups are formed, A weapon group is simply a collection of individual
wvapons (or reentry vehicles) tat have similar destruct capability and
are located within defined prox-Imity of each other. Therefore, a weapon
group consists of a TYPE (an attribute) of weapon that has the same alert
status, payload indicator, region code, and for bombers, refuel capacity.

's.'0.4 Subroutine SRTTGT. In order for the allocation process to func-
Ilon properly it is best for the target list to be arranged in a random-
tzed fashion. This necessity is dictated by the fact that if targets
wcrc arranged with like characteristics, the allocation algorithms in
mwsuing how processing is proceeding would very likely interject biases
'110s subroutine, then, sorts the target list and for each complex, calls
subroutine CAMIMP for proper chaining.

A stcond major function is the modification of the target value for in-
dilvidual records. Targets for which the input class value is zero (i.e.,
AI, 1,2.cUIplar target is not defined for the class or the exemrplar target
is assigned a value of zero) are not to be included in the plan and
hence are ignored In the processing. Otherwise, the data base attribute
VAI, (relative value within class) for each item is accumulated within
Its class. For each exemplar target specified by the input data, the
valuit factor

data Sard valug for ux]Solar target
data base VAL for exemplar target

in calculated. After the entire data base has been read, the accumulated
value (VAIe), together with the val.ue factors for each class, are used to
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compute the final normalized class value factors. Also, the suzmmatLoni
of the VAIs for each record is so scaled such that its result equals
1000. 'his scaling allows for allocation avaluatio)nu between variou.i
data bases.

Multiple targets are made up for missile sites which do not belong to
a complex. A multiple target consists of at least two and not more tham
five consecutively indexed sites from the same squadron.

5.6 Internal Coymon Blocks

All of the common blocks used by module PLANSET are given in table /I.
Common blocks which communicate with the COP are given in appendix A
of Maintenance Manual, Volume T.
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Table 4. Module PLANSET 'internal Common Blocks (Part I of 2)

VAR IABLE
"B LOCK OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

CPRIOR MAXDSG Maximum number of input DESICa alpha
portions. Used for representative
target definition

MAXTASK Maxtimum number of input TASKs. Used
for representative target de.inition

ITSK Number of entries in array IPTSK

II)SG Number of entries in array IPDSG

IPTSK(48) Stores TASK inputs for defining repre-
sentative target of complexes

IPDSC(200) Stores DESIC. alpha portion input for
defining representative I:arget ofcomplexes

ISUBT Flag indicating whether TASK inputs
are I or 2 characters long

EX(IAS UCLASS(1.5) Stores names of target classes for
defending side

UCREV(15) Stores raference codes for target
class headers for defending side

VALFAC(15) Stores scaling factors for each
target class

MASK MASKI Testiug parameter for attribute TASK

MASSK2 Testing parameter for attribute TASK

I1110VK PELOK(28,l0) Used in SRTTGT for targat designator,
nuber print and in PRINTGP for
weapon and group prints

SET 'ANGEMOD Fraction of weapon system .range for
g'ouping use

RETARGET Ntnzero for missile retaraeting '
cupability
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Table 4. (Part 2 of 2)

VARIABLE
BLO__• OR ARRAY.
SET CCREfs(20) Couimand and control reliability for

(cont.) regions

NCCREL Number of inpuI values for CCREB

TARCLAS MAXCLAS MaxLmm number of target classes

INCLAS Number of user selected target classes

INDESIG(15) DESIG of exemplar target for selected

claNs

EXPVAL(15) Value of selected exevplar target

WEAPON MAXW Maxiuxm nuiber of weapon systems
permitted for proaessing

IWEAP Number of user selected weapon systems

INWEAP(IO0) Names of user selected we&pon systems

IREFW(IO0) Refereuce codes of user Aolected
weapon systema
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5.7 Subroutine ENTMOD

PURPOSEI Read and store user inputs and untrol flow of
supporting subroutines

I,1RY POINTS- ENTMOD (first subroutine called when overlay link
PLANS is executed)

FOML ARAMTERS: None

CtMON BLoOCKS: CPRIOR, SET, TARCLA, WEMPON

S S TINES CALLED: CINSGET, GRP•M, INSGET, PRINTGP, SRTTGT

hd : co-

In addition to con"rolling the flow of supporting subroutines, ENTMOD
mainly readsi and stores usnr input data (figure 22). T he verb and
adverbs recognize6 by thic module are:

o PLANSET - the verb that causes execution

o SETTING - the adverb which introduces a clause to set param-
eters RANGEMOD, RErARGET or CCREL

o PRIORITY - the ad,'erb which introduces a clause to set criteria
for choosing representative targets of complexes, Criteria
ic ordered lists of TASK and alpha-portion of the DESIG

o ATTACKERS - the adverb which introduces a clause to select
weapon system inventory. 'Input in a list of values for
attribute TYPE

o DEEENDERS - The adverb which introduces a claitse to select
target classes. Inputs are a pair of words tov DESIG (and
hence the taargmt class that the DESIG defines) and exemplar
value of each DESIG.
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5.8 Subroutine ADJUSTGP

PURS: Adjust number of bomber refuels so that it in
less than or equal to the number of tankers and,
further, reset yield for each group

EIRY ROINTS: ADJUSTGP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

CQON BLoCK: CIO, C15, C30

SUBROUTINES CALLED: DIRECT, HDFND, HEAD, MODFY, NEXTTT, RETRV

CALLED DI: GRPEM

After all data base items have been processed, the total number of bomber
refuels (NBOMB) and tankers (NTANK) are compared. If there are more
bomber refuels than tankers, the bombers on the nonalert base with the
largent range are changed to nonrefuel (7BEFUEL-O); NBOMB is decrumonted
by the number of bombers on the base. This process continues until therLO
are more tankers than bomber refuels. If IREFUEL is changed to zero for
all the nonalert bases before the bomber-tanker balance is achieved, the,
alert bas(,s are then examined and IREFUEL is changed as above. When the
bombers and tankers have been balanced, the yield for each group Is. com-
puted. During grouping, yields were accumulated for each weapon base
record encountered. Therefore, these accumulated yields must be scaled
according to the number of weapons within each group.

Subroutine ADJUSTGP is illustrated in figure 23.
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5.9 Subroutine CALCCU

PURPOSE: To calculate data which represent a complex tar-
get from data for the elements of the complex

ENTRY. POJNTS: CALCOMP

FORMAL PARAiEThRS: None

COW@ON BLOCKS: CPRIOR, CIO, CIS, C30, MASK

SUBROUTINES CALIZD: DIRECT, HEAD, IGETHOB, 14)DFY, NEXTTT, ORDER,
REORDER, VALTAR, VLRADA

CALI&EflJg- SRTTGT

ft thod.

CALCOIP begins by saving the reference code of the complex chain moster
record and comparing the TASK and DESIC of each component of the input
lists of priorities in order to choose the 'representative' component
for that target. It then stores values for the representative under
the 'COMPTG' record. Values are now initialized for future processing.

A search is made for the maximum target radius, which is assigned as
the radium of tho complex. Similarly, the maximum value of TARDEF is
found and assigned to represent the complex. The target value VOZ,
the number of terminal interceptors (MISDUE), and the weilghted (by VOZ)
attributes MINKILL and MAXKILL are accumulated as each target is
encountered. Also, for each target, the time components and the cor-
responding actual value lost at that time are placed sequentially in
the arrays V and TAU.

Subroutines ORDER and REORDER arQ called to arrange the elements of
TAU in numerical order and to place the elements of V in the corre-
sponding order. Those ordered arrays are used to approximate the time
dependence values for the complex (TI, T2, T3, T4, T5) in the following
manner.

First the array TAU is chocked for equal time components. If any are
found, the corresponding values are added together, and all equal com-
ponents but the last are set to sero. When the entire array has been
checked it is collarsed to eliminate any mero components. If the
'umber of Temaining entries does not exceed five the time dependence
of the value is approxmtated by these time components. Otherwise, an
elizination procedure to redtsce the number of entries to five is begun,
To accomplish this, the slopes 'change in value per chanse in time)
are calculated for ell remaining value points and the value point that

4, .



produces the amallest slope it grouped together with its neighboring
value point. Hence the length of the TAU array is reduced by one. 'L1w
'rAU array is repetitively collapsed again, and slopes recalculat:ed until
there are five or less points remaining.

Once the elimination process is complete, the fractional value is com-
puted for the first two components from the sums now stored in V(l)

through V(5). These fractiono, together with the time component' in

rAU and the total number of components (KK), are stored in array "IAR.

The lethal radius for air bursts must be recalculated for a uniform
height of burst for all elements within the complex. Tlis is requirtd

since the air lethal radius as calculated from VLRADP (called frorm
PLANSA) assumed an optimal air height of burst for each target. Uleiirlty,
one height of burst is required for an air burst over a complex. That
height of burst is defined in CALCOMP as the optimal scaled height of
burst associated with the hardest element in the complox. The smalletL
ground lethal. radius is defined as being the hardest element in tlt,
complex.

Calculation continues to determine the hardness components (HAZ, IRIZ,
IHAZ2, HGZ2) and the corresponding fractional value (FVULN1) which
represent the complex. VOZ, FVULN1, and the hardness number (I or 2)
are also recalculated based on the defined scaled height of burst.
The complement of FVULNI is found to represent the second hardness
component. If either fractional value is nonzero, it is multiplted by
VOZ to get the actual value at that hardness. After all targets have
been considered, the lethal. radii are separated into radii belonging
to hard targets (radii loss than 1.5 nautical miles) and radii belcng-

ing to soft targets. The average lethal radius, weighted by the
actual value at the corresponding hardness, I.s calculated for both hard
and soft target. For those radii. Similarly, the actual value at oeelh
hardness (VHARD or VSOFT) is accumulated. If there are no hard target's
(i.e., VIHARD-0), FVULN1 is set to 1; otherwise the fraction of actual
value for hard target.s (NHARD/VTOT) is assigned to YVUILNl.

After all targets in the complex have been processed as above, thei
stored values are defined with the target record called 'COMPT(G'.

See figure 24 for the logic flow within CALCOMP.
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5,10 Subr.utine GRPEM

PUROSE: To form weapon groups

ENTRY POINTS: GRPEM

FOR•L PAMTERS: None

COlMON BLOCKS: CIO, C15, C20, C25, C30, SET, WEAPON

SUBROUTINES CALjED: ADJUST, DIRECT, DLETE, IIDFND, READ, ITLE, MOI)DFY,
NEXTTT, TANKER

CALLED BY: ENTMOD (of overlay link PLANS)

GRPEM forms weapon groups by chaining the user selected weapon typt"
records ('WEPTYP') and for each type, the individual weapon launch
bases are chained ('MSBMTIG'). Each bass record then is tested for
proper definition under weapon group heading.

Modules within the QUICK system requires weapon groups to be sorted -t
a definite order which can be easily achieved by properly chainiug the
weapon types. The order of chaining consists of first grouping all
bases that are salvoed missiles, followed by non-salvoed missiles and
then salvoed bombers are grouped followed by non-salvood bombers. A
salvoed weapon has attribute LCHINT greater than zero.

Tankers are not graaped but are collected and reformatted within sub-
routines TANKER and ADJUSTGP.

In the case of a missile weapon system, GRPEM checks the retargeting
flag (RETARGET). If on, the user has requested that the data base
attribute IREP be considered for all missiles. GRPEM then calculates
and stores for the current missile type, the factors that later will
be used to modify the number per squadron, number on alert, alert OIRL
probabL].ty, and reliability for all missiles of the type.
After weapon type data hao been selected and defined, missiles and

bombers are aggregated to form weapon groups. A weapon group consist,
of weapons from up to 150 bases. If all the weapons on a given base
are nonalert, weapons of the mame type are considered as one group.
Otherwise, a group comprises those weapons oi, a bass which have the
same alert status, type (attribute TYPE), region, and payload. Bombers
must also have the same refueling index, The maximum number of warheads
allowed per group is sat at 1,000. Also, for missile classes the maxi-
mum number of weapons per salvo is met at 15; if exceeded, a new missile
group is formed.
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only those records are processed that define the first site of a
squadron (ISITE positive).

BOMBER units which do not refuel and missile sites must lie within a
geographic region which, for alert weapons, has a radius equal to a
certain percentage of the range of the weapon. This percentage is
read into the variable RANGEMOD at the beginning of the program; if
Lhe percentage is not specified in the data cards, it is assumed to
be 15%. For nonalert wenrpon, the distance criterion is automatically
doubled.

In order to form a weapon group, the required radius is expressed in
terms of latitude (DLAT) and longitude (DLONG), and the number of basos
(NTO'rBAS) is counted. If some bombers are to be used as tankers for
refueling purposes (i.e., if IREFUEL=2), the number in coimmission and
the number on alert are cut in half. The number of weapons and total
yield of the warheads carried by each vehicle on the base then are com-
puted. Up to 250 groups can be formed for use in plan generation.
However, PLANSET processes and prints information for up to 260 weapon
groups to enable planners to adjust their data base should more than
250 groups be formed.

When a new group is started group data are retrieved and stored under
record 'WEPNGP'. For each weapon launch base, the base record ('MSBMTC')
ii modified and linked to the group header. As each new base is added,
the group centroid is adjusted accordingly. If there are both alert
and nonalert bombers on a given base, the alert bombers are tested for
group assignment first using the distance criterion RANGEMOD; the non-
alurt bombers then are tested using the criterion 2 x RANGEMOD.

Slubroutine GRPEM is illustrated in figure 25.
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5.11 Subroutine PRIUTGP

Print standard tables

ENTRY P OITS. PRINTGP
FORWL PARAETERS : None

COMMON BLOCKS: CIO, C15, C30, EXCLAS, PBLOK, WEAPON

SUBROUTINES CALLED: DIRECT, HDFND, HEAD, ITLE, M)DFY, NEXTT'T, RETRV

.AIUM X: ENTMOD (of overlay link PLANS)

Met hod:

PRTNTCPs soJ.e purpose is to print thoae tables as given in figure 26.

' 'Ii
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5.12 Subroutine SRTTV

PUR1POSE: To process user selected targets

ENTRY POINTS: SRTTGT

FORMAL PARAMlTERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: ERRCOM, CPRIOR, CIO, C15, C20, C25, C30, EXCLAS,
MASK, OOPS, PBLOK, TARCLAS

SUBROUTINES CALLED: CALCOMP, DIRECT, DLETE, HDFND, HEAD, ITLE, MODFY,
NEXTTT, RETRV, SORTIT, STORE, VLRADP

CALLED BY: ENTMOD (of overlay PLANS)

Method:

SRTT begins by counting the number of characters in the task inputs
(used for choosing representative targets of complexes in CALCOMP) and
setting ISUBT to zero or one if the task inputs are one or two charac-
ters long, reapectively.

Next the exemplar target DESIGs and corresponding values are processed.
For each target class to be considered by the allocator, a DESIG and a
corresponding value are entered. The DESIG pertains to a target within
the target class and the value is its target value before the sum of
target values are normalized to 1000. All targets within that class
will have their data base values adjusted by a similar ratio before
normalization. The exemplar targets are retrieved directly on the CALC
chain.

Two passes are made through the targets in SRTTGT. During the first
pass target values are accumulated for each target class1, multiple tar-
gets are formed and the tarSets which will be considered by the allo-
catur are counted. Also during this pass for each target two separate
words are written onto the scratch file ISORTLUN for sorting by sub-
routine SORTIT. The first word contains attribute FLAG in the first
character and DESIC in the remaining characters and is used for the
FLAG-DESIG listing.

The second word, containing a blank In the first character and DESIG in
the remaining characters, ILs used for the Target Designator-Numbe r
Directnry print.

Before the second pass, scaling factors which will adjust relative
target values and normalixe the sum of target values are computed.
Also before this pass parameters for assigning rendomimad target num-
bers are computed. i
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During the second pass the value of each target is normalitod by multl-
plying its data base value by the scaling factor for its target clas,.
Also a randomited target numer is calculated for each complex target:,
multiple target, and simple target not in a complex or multiple target.
A TARCDE record is stored for each of thase targets. This record con-
tains the target number of tho target as well as the reference code of*
the representative target If the target is complex or multiple or If
the target itself is a simpLe tarlot.

Upon processing each target record, the target number can be immediately
calculated and stored. The calculation is: a sorting index (LEAD),
which is a function of the total number of targets (NTAR). is determined
by the formula:

LEAD 2

To start a cycle, a beginning index (IZMG) is designated and assigned
to the target being read. Initially ThEG-LEAD. The index for the next
target (mKv) then is found by incrementing the pi evious index (LAST) by
TLAD. If the result exceeds HlTAl, the cycle is reset by subtracting
NTAR from IND. When a cycle it c(mplatod (i.e., when IND-IBEG), the
next cycle is begun by incrementitijg IBEG by one and proceeding as abovt.
Thus, a unique nonsequential index is assigned to each target as it is
read.

Also, during the record pass through the targets, elements of complexon
not belonging to target classa chosen to be considered by the a]locator
are trsnsferred from the complex chains they are on to the simple tartet
chain. When all such targets are transaered if a complex target has
Just one element remaining, this element is also transtered to the
simple target chain to be considered as a single target. For the
remaining complex targets, subroultine CALCOMi' is called.

After the second pass complex records to complex targets which do not
have any elements belonging to target classes to be considered by the
allocator eve deleted. Also IWRTIT to called and the LAG;-DESIC,
Listing and Target Desietator-Number Directory are printed,

* Subroutine SIT'f" is illustrated in ftrure 27.
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5.13 Subroutine TANKER

PIJB'[IOSE: Count tanker records

ENTRY POINTS: TANKER

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMON BLOCKS: C10, C15, C30, WEAPON

SUBROUTINES CALLED: IIDFND, HEAD, IfLE, MODFY, NEXTrT'T, RET'RV

CALLED BY:, GRPEM

Method:

'ranker bases are not included in the group assignment. For each tanker
base, TANKER counts the number of data base tankers (NTANK) and the
number of tanker bases (NTANKERB).

For each tatvker record that has a value of IREVIEL less than 4, IRE,1FUEI,
will be reset to zero.

Figure 28 illustrates TANKER.
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5.14 Function VLRADP

P'URPOSE,: 1. Find lethal radius of weapon
2. Set FN for use by calling subroutine

IN'I'RY PO) NTS: VLRAI)A, VLRADP

FORMAL PARAI.,,.jL4• YIELD - Yield of weapon in megatons
NVN .. Vulnorabillty parameter of target
11B - Weapon height of burst
"FN 7 Pazameter speci.fying shape of damago

func t ion

COMMON BLOCKS,; UPOOL, PLSTCL

SUBjROUTI INES CALLED None

CALLDI) BY: CALCOMP, SRTTGI

me thod

I.titry VLRAI)A i.s (-xent-ed if called from subromtine CAI.COMP (local param-
ctq'r IN is set to nonzero); else VLRADP is executed (local parameter is
Hot to xero). VLRADP entry Implies air burst lethal radius is to be
calculated purely on target vulnerability; VLRADA entry implies air
hurst lethal radius ig to be calculated based on target vuln'erability
and scaled height of burst. Ground burst lethal will be calculated
the same for both entry points.

NVN is decoded into the appropriate vulnerability number VN, the latter
(P or Q), and K-factor XK. The cube root of the yield is extracted.
'11-.n the adjusted vulnerability number AVN is determined by methods
described in "Computer Computation of Weapon Radius," B.-139-61, Air
lorce Intelligence Center. FN is set fo aix or three for P and Q type
t~argetis, respecti-vely.

The natural logarithm of the lethal radiies (in nauticnl miles) of a
J-owgatou hirs-t im contained in arrays PG, QG, QA, PA, WQA, and PPA.
Function VrRADP interpolates in the appropriate array to find the
logarithm of the 1-megaton lethal radius for AVN. Arrays PC, QG, QA,
and PA are at intervals of five vulnerability numbers. The first index
of irays QQA and PPA are also at interval, of hundreds bf feet for an
air burst. The lethal radius of the weapon is then determined by
exponentiating and multiply:ng by the cube root of the yield.

A flowchart for VLRADP is shown in figure 29.
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